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ROUND 1  INTERVIEW 
August 1, 2019 
 
BYEONG HUN AN  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  Are you good for Liberty National next week? 
 
BYEONG HUN AN:  Yeah, I'm good for that, but I'm not good for the second one yet, I think.  
So maybe good week this week will do the second one and then hopefully I'll play well the 
next couple weeks. 
 
Q.  Where's your game now compared to when you were at the Memorial and you 
were fighting it out to win there? 
 
BYEONG HUN AN:  I'm in a similar place.  Yeah, it was very similar.  My long game's been 
same since last year, not much has changed, and my putting's been slightly better, I think.  
I've been playing well the last couple weeks, so I like how everything is kind of clicking 
together, my long game and putting.  Struggled a little bit the beginning of the year, but 
doing a lot better, so that's why I was able to shoot 8 under today.  Didn't miss any short 
putts, so that was good. 
 
Q.  What about your -- about today's round, how do you keep that going? 
 
BYEONG HUN AN:  Yeah, it was pure.  We had preferred lies and greens were rolling nice.  
It was better than nice, it was definitely one of the best greens we putted on this year, and 
nice and quick.  Conditions were not that hard, wind didn't really pick up.  Maybe a couple 
holes last two, three holes, but wasn't affecting like much, so it was nice and calm.  So I was 
able to shoot 8 under and we'll see some low scores out there.  Not much wind, the greens 
are pure. 
 
Q.  How do you keep that going into tomorrow? 
 
BYEONG HUN AN:  I've been playing well, I've been hitting it well, so just got to do what 
I've been doing and then hopefully the putts drop.  It's been dropping, so hopefully I'll just 
play same as today. 
 
Q.  Some guys don't sleep when they have the lead.  How do you sleep when you 
have the lead? 
 
BYEONG HUN AN:  Oh, I sleep great no matter what.  If I play bad or good, I can be asleep 
within five seconds, so that's not a worry to me. 
 


